
ELSA MENGISTU

Elsa Mengistu, a freshman at
Howard University, has been a
climate activist with Zero Hour
since 2017. She currently serves as
the Zero Hour’s Operations
Director, and with the organization,
she helped organize both the D.C.
climate strike and a climate summit
in Miami; currently, she is on the
steering committee for Power Shift
2021, a climate justice training
conference scheduled for 100 days
into the next presidential term.

Source: https://www.greenmatters.com/p/climate-
activists-intersectionality 

The very same systems that
are leading us to the brink of
extinction are the same
systems that create injustice
everywhere.”
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We live in the midst of a pandemic, but climate
change is just as much of a crisis as it was before.We

called for a Global Day of Climate Action on
September 25th, and more than 3,500 towns and

cities in 154 countries followed!

Global Day of 
Action

Check out FFFs map showing all the strikes and movements
around the world!

https://fridaysforfuture.org/action-map/map/



Strikes around
the world

Greta
Thunberg led

a socially
distanced
strike in
Sweden 

Ugandan
FFF Climate

Activists
joined the

strikes 



Strikes around the
world

Sierra Leone

Milan

Berlin



Strikes around the
world

Even activists in the
North and South
Poles took part.



Strikes around the
world

Japan

Bangledesh

Source : https://www.lifegate.com/global-day-climate-action-
25-september



YCANI's Global day of
action 

An interview with Georgia 
What is the idea behind a

Global Day of Action?
What has YCANI done in

the past?
The idea is to get people all

around the world
demanding climate action

from our leaders all on the
same day, making a global

impact and showing
solidarity all around the

world. It's definitely a
powerful thing to be

involved in. In the Global
Day of Action 2019

different YCANI local
groups held climate strikes
across the country, getting

their voices heard.

Name/Age/Experience
in Activism/Length of

time in YCANI
My name is Georgia and
I'm 17. I've been involved

with the Youth Climate
Association since

lockdown started, and
since then I've
participated in

empowering, socially
distanced protests with

my local group (Belfast)
and learnt so much from

all members in YCANI.



What does YCANI hope to achieve
with a Climate Act NI?

We demand a legally binding climate
act to be written by the NI Assembly
within the year. Northern Ireland
could be a leading example in the

fight against the climate crisis and a
just transition to renewable energy, yet

we are falling behind. We are the
only country in the UK without a

climate act. We demand a climate act
that ensures our government and

companies are forced to act. We at
YCANI have a list of what we are

demanding from a climate act, you
can read them on our website,

ycani.org

What do you think was the most impactful
part of YCANI’s Global Day of Action 2020?

The most impactful part of what YCANI did for this
years Global Day of Action was, in my opinion, the

physical things we did, so the protest outside City
Hall to the Climate Act posters in Derry.



Is there anything you would've liked to
achieve that you couldn’t this year’s global

day of action?
I would have liked a country-wide response and
participation from more people but this would

have been difficult because of coronavirus
restrictions and the rising cases in September

Do you think you would be able to achieve
this in the future? If so, how?

I think it is definetly possible. We've had
hundreds and thousands of people out in the
streets before, when it's safe to do so we can

do it again.

What are you most excited about for YCANI
in the near future?

I'm most excited for recent opportunites we've
got to work with the art company Dumbworld
which has the potential for so many exciting
projects, and we've also started working with

Friends of the Earth NI on a Climate Act, which
will be exciting.



The Relationship
Between Climate Change 

and Health Issues

Despite humankind’s tendency to isolate
ourselves from the wildlife and environment
that surrounds us, research has shown that
the link between us all is much greater than

we like to believe. 
Our health is intrinsically linked to our

surrounding environment.

Aoife Greenberg



High temperatures directly affect
cardiovascular and respiratory
diseases, particularly among the
elderly, as it raises the levels of

ozone and other pollutants in the
air. It has also been discovered

that pollen and other aeroallergen
levels increase in extreme heat,
triggering asthma which affects

around 300 million people
worldwide.

 This doesn’t help when battling a
pandemic like COVID-19 that

attacks our respiratory systems,
but we’ll get to that later on!

In fact, the World Health
Organisation has predicted that

between 2030 and 2050,
climate change will cause
approximately 250,000

additional deaths per year, from
malnutrition, malaria, diarrhoea

and heat stress. 

This can be explained by many
factors such as the increased
frequency of droughts and
floods that will likely lead to

food insecurity or the fact that
changes in climate could

lengthen the transmission
seasons of vector-borne
diseases such as malaria,

increasing their geographic
range.

In addition to this, extreme high
temperatures caused by climate

change also contribute to
deaths, which was evident in

the summer heatwaves of 2019
that resulted in almost 900
extra deaths, according to

Public Health England.



Due to the fact that air is a basic
survival necessity for us

humans, you would think that we
would take better care of it, but
that is seemingly not the case. 

As we saw earlier in the year, the
climate change induced

bushfires that raged across
Australia led to a blanket of

smoke pollution which more
than half of the Australian

population were exposed to and
resulted in the deaths of more

than 400 people. 

We see air pollution in general
having a great impact on

communities and their health as
fine particulate pollution such

as black carbon, sulphates and
nitrates have been found to

penetrate deep into the
bloodstream and lungs, creating

serious health impacts and
weakening the immune system.

In fact, research by
organisations such as

Greenpeace Italy, suggests that
air pollution increases the
risk of COVID-19 spreading

faster and becoming deadlier. It
also must be noted that air
quality is disproportionally

worse in areas highly
populated by BIPOC

communities. In an article
written for Vogue, Leah Thomas

explained that in America
non-white people had a 1.28
times higher burden and that
black people had a 1.54 higher

burden than the overall
population in terms of

exposure to particulate matter
in the air. 

The Danger of Air Pollution

This health issue is an
issue of systemic
racism as well.



So, on the topic of coronavirus, can climate change affect
future pandemics too? Unfortunately, it can.

The COVID-19 pandemic is believed to be a result of
environmental degradation as the exploitation of natural

resources increases interactions between wildlife and
humans, allowing viruses to cross between species.

 This is known as a zoonotic disease and the occurrence of
these will only increase the more humans and wildlife

interact. For example, clearance of the Amazon
rainforest is believed to be the cause of increasing cases

of malaria. 

It is also thought that the Ebola virus emerged in central
Africa when changes in land use and climatic conditions

forced bats and chimpanzees together around
concentrated areas of food resources. As humans

continue to exploit and remove the habitats of animals, we
force them to live in closer contact with ourselves and other
wildlife, leading to a higher risk of zoonotic diseases in

the future.

Future Pandemics?



The devastating news that the Greenland ice-cap, along with
other areas of permafrost, is melting to the point of no return
not only brings grave concerns of rising sea levels, but also the

threat of future epidemics.

 Permafrost is cold, dark and devoid of oxygen, so it is
therefore a great preserver of microbes and viruses
meaning that certain pathogens can survive there for

millions of years. There are worries that these dormant
viruses will re-emerge and lead to the spread of

contagious diseases. Proof of this is already emerging as a
team of researchers in Tibet collected samples of the earth’s

oldest glacial ice from 50 metres below the surface and
uncovered 28 ancient viruses previously unknown to
scientists. Fragments of ribonucleic acid from the 1918

Spanish flu virus were also found in a mass grave in Alaska’s
tundra.

The increasing temperatures on our planet also means that
pathogens will begin to mutate and evolve to these high

temperatures. John Hopkins University raised concerns in
January 2020 that these new heat-tolerant diseases could
threaten one of mammals’ key natural defences – fever,
the ability to maintain high temperatures to fight infection.



While this is all seemingly doom and gloom, we cannot forget the
numerous benefits of our environment for our health too!
Simply being in nature has been shown to improve our mood
and can help to maintain good mental health by giving us
time out from our busy lives to connect with the natural world.

The mental health charity “Mind” said that this has led to what is
known as “eco-therapy” which involves doing activities

outdoors in nature and has been shown to help with mild to
moderate depression. Being out in the sun can also help with

types of depression such as SAD (Seasonal Affective Disorder).

So, let’s always remember our connection to the Earth
and keep in mind the word’s of Native American Chief

Seattle - “Whatever befalls the Earth befalls the sons of
the Earth. Man did not weave the web of life, he is

merely a strand in it. Whatever he does to the web, he
does to himself”.

The Yikes Podcast S2 Ep3 “Climate Change is a Health Issue”.https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/climate-change-and-
healthhttps://www.thehealthsite.com/diseases-conditions/frozen-viral-outbreak-melting-arctic-ice-could-awaken-deadly-ancient-
viruses-warn-scientists-756618/https://www.greenpeace.org/new-zealand/story/coronavirus-is-a-wake-up-call-our-war-with-the-

environment-is-leading-to-pandemics/https://blogs.worldbank.org/climatechange/fighting-infectious-diseases-connection-climate-
changehttps://www.vogue.com/article/why-every-environmentalist-should-be-anti-racisthttps://www.mind.org.uk/information-

support/types-of-mental-health-problems/seasonal-affective-disorder-
sad/treatments/https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/07/heatwaves-in-2019-led-to-almost-900-extra-deaths-in-england



Like so many other youth
activists, the natural world
has played a huge role in my
life. I was raised with a love
and admiration for
woodlands, shorelines and
moors of Northern Ireland,
being out in the sun (or more
likely the rain) is my
guaranteed way to find peace
in an otherwise hectic world.
Whether I’m on my bike, on
my skates or on a park bench,
the open sky above me and
rich earth beneath me have a
way of eclipsing all else. In
the summer, I spend as much
time outdoors as I can. Come
September, it can be one of
the only moments of calm in
the busy school days - the
deadlines, controlled
assessments and coursework
can feel overwhelming at
times - but the autumn brings
a crispness to the air that I
find settling.

S.A.D Awareness 

But as September melts into

October, and winter steadily

approaches, the nights seem

to draw in. Darker in the

morning, darker at night, and

suddenly we find ourselves

living in a gloomy world,

where the cruppled, rotting

leaves on the wet, cold

footpath seem to reflect a

frame of mind that all too

many people can adopt. For

some, winter is not the

season of joy and good

tidings, for some it can be a

real source of melancholy.

Holly Harrison



Selfcare and recognising
symptoms of poor mental
health are always
important, but as we
approach the winter season
it is especially important for
everyone to take measures
for themselves. It can feel
hard to carve out the time
and space for selfcare when
so much work needs to be
done and so many other
issues feel urgent, but
simple things can be done
to help yourself and they
will mean so much in the
long run.

S.A.D Awareness 

SAD stands for Seasonal

Affective Disorder - it refers

to the struggle many people

experience when the lack of

sunlight, colder weather and

shorter days can feel bleak

and disheartening. As climate

activists, where so much of

our time is spent ruminating

on ecological catastrophe and

the decline of our

environment, winter can

bring a feeling of desolation

that worsen anxiety and

depression.



YCANI Interview 
 Rachel Woods

My name is Rachel Woods and I am an MLA
for the Green Party in North Down.

Conducted by Anna Kernahan



YCANI Interview : Rachel Woods

The Green Party NI welcomed an announcement by
the Minister for Infrastructure that Permitted

Development Rights (PDR) are to be removed in
respect of the exploration for hydrocarbons,

including fracking.
This announcement is the culmination of a committed
campaign by Stop the Drill and other environmental

campaigners, exposing the mismanagement of the PDR
planning process. I would like to pay tribute to the
campaigners whose determination has forced this

legislative change.
However, we were disappointed that Minister Mallon

has not removed PDR for other types of minerals
exploration, such as for precious metals. The Green Party
NI will continue to support the communities threatened

by the destructive extractive industries of oil, gas and the
mining of gold. Fossil fuels and precious metals must be
kept in the ground. As a society, it is time to make the

just transition towards a low carbon economy and the
creation of green jobs.

What were the other political parties general
responses to the Permitted Development Rights

(PDR) being removed in respect of the exploration
for hydrocarbons, including fracking?



The Northern Ireland Assembly voted in favour of our
motion that was heard on Tuesday 13th October

and I am pleased that MLAs backed my motion but I am
disappointed that Economy Minister Diane Dodds

failed to recognise the harm that petroleum
licensing & drilling has inflicted upon communities,
as she indicated that she would not support the motion.

 I would say that people can continue to lobby their
MLAs and the Economy Minister outlining their

support for a moratorium on petroleum licencing in
Northern Ireland and call for the Executive to bring

forward urgent legislation to this effect. The concern
of these campaigners and activists has always

surrounded public health and their well-founded
fears of the dangerous effects of fracking and

other types of exploratory drilling, let alone meeting
our climate commitments in an age of the climate

emergency. 
Our communities have spoken, so the Executive must

listen.

What can the people reading this do to keep
ban fracking?



I would have a shopping list of things to talk to Minister
Poots about but if I had one ask it would be to

introduce a Climate Change Act for Northern
Ireland now, and to ensure that we have no

regression on environmental law after the end of
December.

If you could tell Edwin Poots one thing
right now and he had to listen to you,

what would it be?

What more needs to happen in
Northern Ireland before it’s viable for

us to have a legally binding climate
act?

I don’t think we need to have anything else happen before
we have a viable, legally binding Climate Act for

Northern Ireland. DAERA consulted on an Environment
Strategy when the Assembly was down and we have the

scientific evidence on what is happening to our climate
and environment. We have much to do, and little time

to do it in, so it is best we get on with it!



What do you think would be the
soonest date we could have a climate

act?
This Assembly mandate is up in just over 18 months
so I would hope that we could have a Climate Act

in that time, (within a year) following Assembly
scrutiny processes and the legislative time tables

required.



To put it simply, eco-anxiety is a fear of climate
change and humanity’s relationship with the
environment in general. With the escalating

visible effects of the climate crisis, it would be
rather worrying if that didn’t scare a lot of

people. This fear however can deeply affect our
mental health. For some, there is this feeling of

powerlessness, the idea that solitarily they
cannot stop the effects of climate change. Also,
for many, there is a pressure to have minimal

impact on the environment themselves, a
straining thing to do all at once and expensive.

Leading to a great decline in one’s mental
health.

What is eco-anxiety?

Eco-Anxiety 

Elle Park



Talk- With any form of anxiety, talking about your
feelings, whether that be with family, friends etc

can really help. Tell them about your fears, perhaps
even discuss how you can collectively make a more

sustainable eco-friendly household, instead of
throwing the pressure just on your own shoulders.

Join a group- If you’re worried about the
environment, and the climate crisis, why not join

an environmental group? This applies to me
directly, as before I joined YCANI, I was

extremely anxious to make a difference. How
could I possibly sit and do nothing about this
crisis? Talking to people that have the same

collective fear as you, and are prepared to act
upon this fear, really did ease my anxiety. And if
there isn’t a group in your area, why not write a

letter to your local MP or write to businesses
that you know are being damaging to the

environment.

Connect - Sometimes it's best to leave all
technology behind and connect with the love
you have for the natural world that has been

making you so worried in the first place. Have a
cup of tea outside and just breathe. Take a walk

and just be one with the environment.

Tips to cope



Educate - Know that not everything you
read is true. The Climate Crisis is a very real

and serious issue, but make sure your
knowledge on it is credible. Some anxiety
can be relieved once you properly learn
about the issues in the environment and

know how to make a lesser impact on it in
the future. A substantial amount of eco-
anxiety is caused by reading too much

information at one time. It can be extremely
overwhelming! so knowing when to

disengage for a while can be relieving.

Make achievable goals- Wanting to live a
sustainable, greener lifestyle is something

great to pursue, and if we all partook in
this, the environment would be a better

place. However, this cannot be done
overnight. One must set achievable goals,

whether that be transitioning gradually
and healthily to a vegetarian or vegan diet

or simply just recycling! Living a
sustainable life is also not the cheapest

either. Plant-based and sustainable
products can be costly, and this puts

pressure on people. So, do what you can
afford, and that it is still better for the
environment no matter how small the

action is.



Thanks for reading!Thanks for reading!

To learn more about YCANI - check out our website :
ycani.org or follow us on Instagram @yca.ni


